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Abstract

A feasibility study has been made to use the 3D-Flow processor in a pipelined programmable parallel
processing architecture to identify particles such as electrons, jets, muons, etc., in high-energy physics
experiments.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is being built for the study of high-energy physics. Every 16 ns
proton beams will collide (at the bunch-crossing), and the particles produced by the collisions must be
identified and studied. Each bunch-crossing will contain several interactions at the luminosity of

" L=1033 cm"2s-1.Many detectors will be used to detect and identify the particles. The calorimeter is one of the
sub-detectors to be used at the SSC. The two proton beams will collide in the center of the calorimeter,

a sending particles to the calorimeter towers in the barrel and end caps. The energy can then be transferred
through channels to digital processors, where the identification of particles is begun in Level-1 triggering.

The triggering mechanism must be able to rapidly reduce the amount of data by discarding unimportant '
data. Every 16 ns, the sub-detectors (including the calorimeter) will send data to the Level-1 trigger, which
then must be able to distinguish between events of interest and background events. The calorimeter will

provide Level-1 trigger information about electrons, photons, jets, and missing Ez (such as neutrinos).

2.0 3D-FLOW PIPELINED, PARALLEL-PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE

From the specific requirements of the Level- 1 trigger algorithm, we can suggest an architecture that will
solve the problem of having a fully pipelined, programmable, Level-1 trigger sustaining the rate of 16 ns
more efficiently. The 16-ns rate cannot be achieved by a single processor cell executing at a clock speed of, for
example, 4 ns per clock cycle; however, a pipeline of 4 or more processors can allow each cell 64+ ns to output
its result. It is possible to achieve this with the 3D-Flow processor in a pipelined, parallel-processing
architecture as shown in Figure 1. See Reference 1.
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Figure 1. GeneralSchemeofthe PipelinedParallelPToceuing ArchitectureUsing3D-Flow.



At each input port of the 3D-Flow processor there is a FIFO that is derandomizing the data from the
calorimeter to the processor array. This will allow the calorimeter to send two data (electromagnetic and
hadronic) every 16 ns, and the processor will be able to fetch the values whenever the program executes the
fetch instructions. The program execution at Stage 1 must not only route the new incoming data from the
calorimeter to the next stage in the pipeline staging (Stage 2), but must also execute its trigger algorithm, lt
then sends its results to the Stage 2 processor, which passes it on. At this point the Stage 1 processor begins to
re-execute its algorithm, receiving the electromagnetic and hadronic values from the calorimeter and
processing those values.

The output results from ali processors flow (like the input data) through the different processor stages. The '
last processor will output the results from ali processors at a rate of 16 ns. A graphical representation of the
input and output data routing between the stages, the algorithm execution time at each stage, the latency
between input and output results, and the data flow in the pipelined architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. TlmlngDiagramof Four3D-FlowProcessorStagesofa Plpellned,ProgrammableLevel-1Trigger. *
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3.0 SYSTEM DATA-FLOW CONTROL

"Watchdog" circuitry at each 3D-flow processor is provided for data-flow control. A separate signal called
"watchdog" (corresponding to the trigger signal in the experiment terminology) is carried to ali 3D-Flow
processor cells. This signal affects the preloaded counters at each input port of each 3D-Flow processor.
Depending on the executed algorithm, each counter is loaded with a different value. If at the end of the
execution of each algorithm ali counters are not zero, a data-flow error is then issued at the bottom output port

, of that particular 3D-flow processor. Figures 3 and4 illustrate the action of the "watchdog" circuitry. If ali data
flow at the input port regularly, the dog does not bark; when some data are missing, the dog barks, and the
donkey pulls the "error" cart to the exit. (The error code is sent to the output.)
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Figure 3. Watchdog Data-Flow Control in the Pipeline (without errora).
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4.0 HARDWARE FEASIBILITY OF THE SYSTEM

The hardware feasibility study has been done as follows Having performed the simulation reported in
Reference 1, and having defined the 3D-Flow processor technical specifications and chip assembly reported
in Reference 2, we sent these documents to several companies for verification with their present technological
fabrication process and for aquotation The result of this verification confirmed the feasibility of the 3D-Flow
processor, of the chip assembly, and of the system architecture implementation

One company said it could build with today's bipolar technology a 3D-Flow processor at a 250-MHz clock
rate. Another company offered an assembly with 32 CMOS 3D-Flow processors in one assembly, 2 in. by 2
in., at 60 MHz and 8-W power consumption with CMOS technology. The best price/performance ratio for a
small quantity production turned out to be a chip with four processor cells. Based on this recent technological
verification, a board (shown in Figure 5) that accommodates four 3D-Flow chips can be built.
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Figure5. One Boardof the ProgrammableLevel-1Triggerwlth Four3D-FlowProcessorArray.

Figure 6 shows details of the 3D-Flow programmable, parallel-processing system crate assembly. Figure 7
shows the layout and dimensions of the complete digital Level-1 trigger system for the Gammas, Electrons,
and Muons (GEM) calorimeter. Figure 8 shows the same system during operation.
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Figure 6. 3D-Flow Crate Details.
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Figure 7. 3D-Flow Crate During Assembly,
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Figure 8. aD-Flow Crate During Operation.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

A fully pipelined, programmable, parallel-processing system capable of sustaining the 16-ns rate is',
feasible with today's technology. As the technology improves, the number of pipelined stages can be
decreased, while the architecture can remain the same.

D

Experience shows that trigger algorithm tuning usually begins after acquiring a few full events. The
possibility of a flexible, programmable system at an affordable cost (compared with cabled logic) makes
exploring this solution beneficial not only to the GEM and Solenoidal Detector Collaboration (SDC) t
experiments but to other experiments as weil. f
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